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**WARNING:** This catalog does not advise whether a State of California Proposition 65 warning is required for a particular item of merchandise. To learn whether a particular item of merchandise requires a California Proposition 65 warning, please be sure to look up and read the particular merchandise's listing on Metra’s website www.MetraOnline.com, as well as read the particular merchandise’s packaging. When a California Proposition 65 warning is present on Metra's website listing for the particular merchandise, or on the particular merchandise's packaging, a compliant California Proposition 65 warning is to be provided to the purchasing California consumer prior to the sale of the particular merchandise.
SADDLE TRAMP
Metra PowerSports’ line of high-quality motorcycle accessories will enhance your riding experience! Our collection of radio dash kits fitted for Harley Davidson are made from durable ABS plastics and can be painted to match any color. With a variety of smart innovations -- built-in electronic antennas, handlebar audio controls, LCD screen displays, water resistant face covers and more -- these kits let you customize your bike for a personalized look and sound. Complete your motorcycle’s aftermarket audio system with handlebar radio controls, replacement antenna masts, speaker adapters and covers, audio woofer mount kits, amplifiers and more -- all manufactured from durable, weather resistant materials, with Harley Davidson’s signature style in mind. Metra PowerSports also offers a selection of universal accessories such as amp kits, micro-amplifiers, LED lights, and even a camera with DVR! Metra PowerSports is proud to be your choice for motorcycle accessories that will have you hitting the open road in style.

99-9600
RADIO KIT
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS
1996-2013
+ One piece design molded in ASA plastic offers durable support
+ Rubber trim gasket to fight moisture and vibration
+ The new harness is included and is pre-wired for the AXXESS ASWC-1 to retain handlebar controls
+ Also check out Metra’s new speaker adapters for these same models

99-9613
RADIO KIT
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS
1996-2013
+ Radio dash kit for replacing the factory radio
+ Electronic antenna that can be installed in the fairing so the factory rear mounted antenna mast can be removed
+ Handle bar audio control retention interface. Keeps the factory installed audio handlebar controls active when installing an aftermarket radio
+ Includes electronic magnetic antenna
+ Also check out Metra’s new speaker adapters for these same models
MOTORCYCLE RADIO KITS

95-9700
STREET GLIDE | ELECTRA GLIDE | ULTRA LIMITED MODELS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
> 2014-UP* | ROAD GLIDE 2015-UP*

+ Includes data interface accessory power and provides data for factory security system
+ Includes LCD screen that retains oil pressure and EITMS info
+ Designed for Double-DIN radio installations
+ Also available with included handle bar control interface and antenna adapter as the 99-9714

99-9714
STREET GLIDE | ELECTRA GLIDE | ULTRA LIMITED MODELS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® WITH SINGLE DIN RADIO
> 2014-UP*

+ Aftermarket radio replacement dash kit
+ Handlebar control interface. This allows the handlebar audio controls to continue working with an aftermarket radio
+ LCD info screen that provides information from the motorcycle about personalization settings
+ Includes an electronic antenna that can be installed in the fairing so the factory rear mounted antenna mast can be removed

99-9700
STREET GLIDE | ELECTRA GLIDE | ULTRA LIMITED MODELS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
> 2014-UP* | ROAD GLIDE 2015-UP*

+ Includes data interface accessory power and provides data for factory security system
+ Includes LCD screen that retains oil pressure and EITMS info
+ Designed for Single-DIN radio installations

99-9800
RADIO KIT
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS
> 1996-2013

+ Radio kit to be used when replacing the factory radio
+ Comes with water resistant radio face cover
+ The cover is attached to the kit using uniquely designed hinges that move the cover out and up when radio adjustments need to be made
+ Has built in rubber opening gasket with magnetic latches to provide a water resistant cover for the radio
+ Also check out Metra’s new speaker adapters for these same models
**MOTORCYCLE INNER FAIRING**

**95-HDIF**

**REPLACEMENT INNER FAIRING FOR DOUBLE DIN RADIO**

**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS WITH BATWING FAIRING (PAINTED)**

- 1998–2013
- Designed to allow for the installation of a new style aftermarket Double-DIN large face radio
- Comes with radio mounting kit
- Made from durable ABS plastic and comes PAINTED BLACK. Can be custom painted any color
- Additional parts may be needed to be purchased separately depending on the end user’s requirements
- Accommodates factory speakers, or aftermarket 6.5” to 6.75” speakers

**95-HDIF-NP**

**REPLACEMENT INNER FAIRING FOR DOUBLE DIN RADIO**

**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS WITH BATWING FAIRING (NOT PAINTED)**

- 1998–2013
- Designed to allow for the installation of a new style aftermarket Double-DIN large face radio
- Comes with radio mounting kit
- Made from durable ABS plastic and IS NOT PAINTED. Can be custom painted any color
- Additional parts may be needed to be purchased separately depending on the end user’s requirements
- Accommodates factory speakers, or aftermarket 6.5” to 6.75” speakers

---

**SOUND DAMPING FOR MOTORCYCLE INNER FAIRING**

**SSWEDGE**

**WEDGE KIT**

- 1 Piece 18” x 32” Material (457MM X 812MM)
- 4.0 Sq. Ft. (0.37M2) 1.2M²
- Apply to inner fairing to reduce vibrations

**SSRLRL**

**LARGE ROLLER**

- 2” (50.8MM), Polyurethane, Black Handle

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.*
BC-HD65PR
LEFT & RIGHT REPLACEMENT COVERS WITH 6.5" SPEAKER MOUNTING AREA
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
» 1993-2013
+ Custom design with stylized flame ridges that wrap around speaker openings for aftermarket 6.5" speakers
+ Made from durable ABS plastic and are painted black. Can be custom painted any color
+ Uses factory bag lid hardware and may require additional parts to be purchased depending on the end user’s requirements

BC-HD69PR
LEFT & RIGHT REPLACEMENT COVERS WITH 6" X 9" SPEAKER MOUNTING AREA
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
» 1993-2013
+ Replaces factory hard saddlebag covers
+ Speaker grilles included
+ Black matte finish - can be custom painted any color
+ Made from weather resistant material
+ Uses factory hinge and latch hardware

BC-HD69-14U
LEFT & RIGHT REPLACEMENT COVERS WITH 6” X 9” SPEAKER ADAPTERS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS WITH FACTORY SADDLEBAGS
» 2014-UP*
+ One pair of bag lids with 6x9” speaker adapters
+ Metal mesh speaker grilles
+ Factory latch assembly transfers to the new bag lid
+ Additional hardware, rubber gaskets, and cloth tether restraints included

BC-MSH
SEAT HEATER
» UNIVERSAL
+ Heavy duty water resistant elements
+ Harnessing, switch and relay included
+ Quick disconnect to make seat removal easy
+ Heating pad size 16” x 8”
+ High and low switch

NEW
**NEW**

**BC-HD365-1**
SADDLEBAG SPEAKER ADAPTER & LID
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS**

- Fits three 5-1/4” speakers
- Made of ABS plastic with metal grille
- Works with OEM hardware
- Gaskets included
- One pair of bag lids included

**NEW**

**BC-HDD6X9-1**
SADDLEBAG SPEAKER ADAPTER & LID
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS**

- Fits two 6”x 9” speakers
- Made of ABS plastic with metal grille
- Works with OEM hardware
- Gaskets included
- One pair of bag lids included

**NEW**

**BC-HDD6X9-2**
SADDLEBAG SPEAKER ADAPTER & LID
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS**

- Fits two 6”x9” speakers
- Made of ABS plastic with ABS grille
- Works with OEM hardware
- Gaskets included
- One pair of bag lids included

**NEW**

**BC-HDD6X9-14U**
SADDLEBAG DUAL SPEAKER ADAPTER & LID
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS**

- Dual 6”x9” CVO style speaker lids with grilles
- Each lid fits two 6”x 9” speakers
- Pre-drilled for original hardware use
- Gaskets included
- One pair of bag lids included

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.*
# Speaker Adapters

## Lower Fairing Pods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Compatibility</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC-HDLSP-1</td>
<td>Lower Fairing Speaker Pods</td>
<td>1994-2013</td>
<td>Lower fairing 6-1/2&quot; speaker pod, Made of ABS plastic with metal grille, Works with OEM hardware, Includes left and right pod, Direct replacement OEM or aftermarket, No modification needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-HDLFP</td>
<td>Lower Fairing Speaker Pods</td>
<td>2014-2018</td>
<td>Lower vented fairing with grille for 6-1/2&quot; to 6-3/4&quot; Speaker, Made of ABS plastic with metal grille, Includes left and right pod with hardware, Sold in pairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## New

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Compatibility</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC-HDLFSP-1</td>
<td>Lower Fairing Speaker Assembly</td>
<td>1983-2013</td>
<td>Lower vented fairing with grilles for 6-1/2&quot; speaker, Made of ABS plastic with metal grille, Includes left &amp; right with hardware, Sold in pairs, Will not fit Mustache guard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**SOUND CONTROL**

**71-9600**
**AFTERMARKET RADIO HARNESS**
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®**

* 1998-UP*
* Plugs into OEM radio
* 7 inch color coded leads

**71-9700**
**AFTERMARKET RADIO HARNESS**
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®**

* 2014-UP*
* Plugs into OEM radio
* 7 inch color coded leads

**70-9800**
**AFTERMARKET RADIO HARNESS**
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®**

* 1996-2013
* Plugs into the factory radio harness and provides all the wires needed to install an aftermarket radio

---

**71-9600**
**AFTERMARKET RADIO HARNESS**
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®**

* 1998-UP*
* Plugs into OEM radio
* 7 inch color coded leads

---

**BT-HD01**
**STREAMING INTERFACE FOR FACTORY RADIOS – MOTORCYCLE BLUETOOTH® KIT**
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®**

* 2006-2013
* Adds Bluetooth® streaming from any Bluetooth capable device
* Stream wireless audio to hear music or turn by turn instructions from navigation apps
* Integrates with handlebar audio controls so that radio control is still available
* Comes with plug-n-play harness and USB control harness

---

**AX-DSP**
**CHIME CONTROL AND DIGITAL AMP TURN-ON**
**DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR**

* AXNESSINTERFACES.COM FOR APPS
* Must be used with AX-DSP-HD1 and AX-DSP-HD2

---

**AX-DSP-HD1**
**“PLUG & PLAY” HARNESS**
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®**

* 1998-2013
* Plugs into OEM radio

---

**AX-DSP-HD2**
**“PLUG & PLAY” HARNESS**
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®**

* 2014-UP*
* Plugs into OEM radio

---

**HD-ASWC-1**
**INTERFACE WITH PLUG-N-PLAY HARNESS**
**FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® HANDLEBARS**

* 1998-2013
* Fits 1998-2013 Harley-Davidson that have handlebar radio controls
* Uses patented auto-detect system to configure itself for the motorcycle it is used in and the radio being connected
* Comes with plug-n-play harness
* Provides wires for speakers, constant power, switched power and ground

---

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.*
**FITS POLARIS® SLINGSHOT**

---

**99-9721**

**SLINGSHOT**

**FITS POLARIS® RADIO KIT**

- Custom textured trim to match the factory finish with a built-in, retractable, smoke-tinted splash guard
- Visit MetraPowerSports.com for other accessories available to ease the installation

---

**HARNESSES**

---

**70-9701**

**SLINGSHOT AFTERMARKET RADIO HARNESS**

- Fits Polaris®
- 2015-UP*
- 36-Pin

**72-9701**

**SLINGSHOT AFTERMARKET SPEAKER HARNESS**

- Fits Polaris®
- 2015-UP*
- 2 Pin
- Sold as a pair

**72-9702**

**SLINGSHOT AFTERMARKET SPEAKER HARNESS**

- Fits Polaris®
- 2015-UP*
- 3 Pin
- Sold as a pair

---

**AX-SSBACKUP**

**REVERSE CAMERA RETENTION HARNESS**

- Fits Polaris®
- SLINGSHOT 2015-UP*
- Retain reverse camera through RCA
- For use in Slingshot motorcycles that have reverse cameras

**XSVI-9701-NAV**

**REPLACE FACTORY RADIO**

- Fits Polaris®
- SLINGSHOT 2015-UP*
- Provides NAV outputs (parking brake and reverse)
- Pre-wired USB retention
- Pre-wired ASWC-1 harness to retain speed dependent volume control (ASWC-1 sold separately)
- Micro “B” USB updatable

---
| **44-RMMC1** | **REPLACEMENT MAST**  
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®  
1996-2013  
+ 19” low profile antenna |
| **44-RMMC2** | **REPLACEMENT MAST**  
FITS INDIAN | VICTORY  
2012-UP  
+ Strong metal 15” antenna with black rubber cover |
| **44-UA20** | **ELECTRONIC MAGNETIC ANTENNA**  
UNIVERSAL  
+ High gain “hide-away” amplified antenna for FM bands  
+ Active magnetic-type antenna working on the magnetic field associated with a conductor excited by a microwave  
+ Voltage pickup is nanovolts, but with the magnetic type circuitry it extracts a signal with superior signal to noise ratio  
+ Designed for motorcycles or convertibles where nothing will prohibit FM reception from getting to the antenna  
+ 102” coaxial cable and power supply wire  
+ Gain: FM - 0/6 db | AM - 2/4 db |
| **44-UA200** | **AMPLIFIED GLASS MOUNT ANTENNA**  
UNIVERSAL  
+ Deluxe high performance windshield or glass mount amplified antenna  
+ Mount on windshield behind mirror or on fixed side/back windows 14-9/16” (37 cm) width  
+ Gain FM - 10db/12db, AM -5db/2db  
+ 95” cable |
| **50CF** | **REPLACEMENT MAST**  
BILLET WITH CARBON FIBER  
5.5” BILLET ALUMINUM .50 CAL  
+ Replica antenna mast with carbon fiber wrap |
| **50CFB** | **REPLACEMENT MAST**  
BILLET WITH CARBON FIBER  
5.5” BILLET ALUMINUM .50 CAL  
+ Replica antenna mast with black carbon fiber wrap |
| **50FB** | **REPLACEMENT MAST**  
FLAT BLACK BILLET  
5.5” BILLET ALUMINUM .50 CAL  
+ Replica antenna mast in flat black |
| **ST-005** | **REPLACEMENT MAST**  
BLACK SPACETENNA  
5.5” SPACE NEEDLE  
+ Replica antenna mast with anodized finish |
| **ST-002** | **REPLACEMENT MAST**  
SILVER SPACETENNA  
5.5” SPACE NEEDLE  
+ Replica antenna mast with anodized finish |

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.*
Metra PowerSports introduces new micro-amplifiers that are designed to be used in some harsh environments. With an IP rating of IPX6 the amplifiers are designed to get wet and not miss a beat. There are five models available with different power ratings. All of the MPS amps are bridgeable to provide more flexibility. The input side of the amplifiers have an 8” cable with an IP68 connector that is designed to plug directly into the MPS-BTK or MPS-BTK1 (Bluetooth controller sold separately). The amplifiers come with a pigtail that allows the user to use any radio or Bluetooth controller with an RCA output. The power cables are 8’ long with a waterproof fuse holder so to reach any battery location whether it be in a side-by-side or motorcycle.

### MPS-AMP100X2
**2 CHANNEL MICRO-AMPLIFIER**
- 100 WATTS RMS X 2 CHANNELS @ 4 OHMS
- 150 WATTS RMS X 2 CHANNELS @ 2 OHMS
- 300 WATTS RMS X 1 CHANNEL @ 4 OHMS
- Adjustable 12db high pass/low pass crossovers
- **CHIPSET:** Full Range Class D using IR (International Rectifier) control chips
- **PCB BOARD:** 4 layer, conformal coated
- **WATER RESISTANCE:** IPX6
- **CROSSOVER POINTS:** 40 Hz to 500Hz
- **THD:** .07%
- **S/N RATIO (1 WATT @ 4 OHMS):** > 90db
- **INPUT SENSITIVITY:** .2 volts – 5 volts
- **FREQ RANGE:** 20 Hz – 20 KHz
- **FUSE HOLDER:** IP68 rated
- **FUSING:** 30 amp (Dual 15 AMP fuses)

### MPS-AMP60X4
**4 CHANNEL MICRO-AMPLIFIER**
- 60 WATTS RMS X 4 CHANNELS @ 4 OHMS
- 90 WATTS RMS X 4 CHANNELS @ 2 OHMS
- 180 WATTS RMS X 2 CHANNELS @ 4 OHMS
- Adjustable 12db high pass/low pass crossovers
- **CHIPSET:** Full Range Class D using IR (International Rectifier) control chips
- **PCB BOARD:** 4 layer, conformal coated
- **WATER RESISTANCE:** IPX6
- **CROSSOVER POINTS:** 40 Hz to 500Hz
- **THD:** .07%
- **S/N RATIO (1 WATT @ 4 OHMS):** > 90db
- **INPUT SENSITIVITY:** .2 volts – 5 volts
- **FREQ RANGE:** 20 Hz – 20 KHz
- **FUSE HOLDER:** IP68 rated
- **FUSING:** 40 amp (Dual 20 AMP fuses)

**MUST USE WITH MPS-AMP60X4 & MPS-AMP100X2**

### MPS-BTK
**FITS INDUSTRY STANDARD OPENING: 1.45” X .83”**
**BLUETOOTH® CONTROLLER**
- **WIRELESS**
  - Features: track/volume/power/source/play/pause/pairing
  - Complete wireless connection via Bluetooth® 4.0
  - Play music or other sources with any Bluetooth® enabled device
  - Play music from any media player with 3.5mm auxiliary output
  - Built-in line driver for 3x voltage output
  - Remembers paired devices and automatically reconnects in connected order when device is present
  - Patent pending single wire controller connection directly to a Metra PowerSports Amplifier for complete control (Mini DIN)
  - Universal adapter included for use with other amplifiers

### MPS-YMDIN
**MINI DIN Y ADAPTER**
- 1 Female to 2 Male
**NEW!**

**MPS-AMP850-5D**

5 CHANNEL MICRO-AMPLIFIER

- 80 WATTS RMS X 4 + 220 X 1 @ 4 OHMS
- 125 WATTS RMS X 4 + 550 X 1 @ 2 OHMS

WATERPROOF ATC FUSE HOLDER: IP68 Rated, 40Ax2

WATER RESISTANT: IPX6

INPUT SENSITIVITY: 0.2-5V

LOW PASS FILTER: 40-500Hz (Front) / 50-250Hz (SUB)

HIGH PASS FILTER: 40-500Hz

BASS BOOST: 0-18dB (SUB)

SUBSONIC: 10-55Hz (SUB)

CROSSOVER SLOPE: 12dB(F&R) / 18dB(Sub)

WORKING STATUS LED: Red/Blue

IDLE CURRENT: 10mA

L 11.3”/287MM
W 5”/127MM
H 1.9”/48.2MM

---

**MPS-AMP125-4D**

4 CHANNEL MICRO-AMPLIFIER

- 125 WATTS RMS X 4 CHANNELS @ 4 OHMS
- 175 WATTS RMS X 4 CHANNELS @ 2 OHMS
- 350 WATTS RMS X 2 CHANNELS @ 4 OHMS BRIDGE

WATERPROOF ATC FUSE HOLDER: IP68 Rated, 35Ax2

WATER RESISTANT: IPX6

INPUT SENSITIVITY: 0.2-5V

SUBSONIC: N/A

CROSSOVER SLOPE: 12dB

LOW PASS FILTER: 40-500Hz

HIGH PASS FILTER: 40-500Hz

WORKING STATUS LED: Red/Blue

IDLE CURRENT: 10mA

L 11.3”/287MM
W 5”/127MM
H 1.9”/48.2MM

**NEW!**

**MPS-AMP200-2D**

2 CHANNEL MICRO-AMPLIFIER

- 200 WATTS RMS X 2 CHANNELS @ 4 OHMS
- 280 WATTS RMS X 2 CHANNELS @ 2 OHMS
- 560 WATTS RMS X 1 CHANNELS @ 4 OHMS BRIDGE

WATERPROOF ATC FUSE HOLDER: IP68 Rated, 30Ax2

WATER RESISTANT: IPX6

INPUT SENSITIVITY: 0.2-5V

LOW PASS FILTER: 40-500Hz

HIGH PASS FILTER: 40-500Hz

BASS BOOST: 0-18dB (SUB)

SUBSONIC: N/A

CROSSOVER SLOPE: 12dB

WORKING STATUS LED: Red/Blue

IDLE CURRENT: 10mA

L 9.75”/247.6MM
W 5”/127MM
H 1.9”/48.2MM

---

**NEW!**

**MPS-YDIN10**

“Y” SPLITTER

- “Y” splitter for feeding signal to multiple amps from one source
- Connects directly to MPS-BTK1

**NEW!**

**MPS-AMP-EXT**

FOR 10PIN MPS-AMPS 8” EXTENSION

- Connects to RCA pigtail cables (included with MPS-AMPS)
- Connects directly to MPS-BTK1

*IP68 CERTIFIED*
**AMPLIFIER MOUNTING BRACKETS**

**NEW!**

**BC-AMP01**
AMPLIFIER MOUNTING BRACKET
FITS ALL HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS WITH HARD SADDLEBAGS

- **ANY YEAR**
  - No drilling required
  - Steel construction with UV powder coating
  - Pre-drilled for Metra PowerSports Amps (MPS-AMP60x4, MPS-AMP100x2 or MPS-AMP200-2D)
  - Works with most other micro amps
  - Molded carpet cover for protection and a clean look

**NEW!**

**BC-AMP02**
AMPLIFIER MOUNTING BRACKET
FITS ALL HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS STREET GLIDE® (BATWING FAIRING)

- **1998-2013**
  - No drilling required
  - Allows installation of 2 amplifiers
  - Steel construction with UV powder coating
  - Pre-drilled for all Metra PowerSports Amps (MPS-AMP60x4, MPS-AMP100x2 or MPS-AMP200-2D, MPS-AMP850-5D, MPS-AMP125-4D)
  - Works with most other micro amps

**NEW!**

**BC-AMP03**
BATWING FAIRING BRACKET REPAIR
FITS ALL HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MODELS STREET GLIDE® (BATWING FAIRING)

- **1998-2013**
  - Steel construction with UV powder coating
  - Can also be used to mount amplifier (drilling required)
  - Repair broken or strengthen batwing fairing stay bracket

**NEW!**

**BC-AMP04**
AMPLIFIER MOUNTING BRACKET
FITS ALL HARLEY-DAVIDSON® ROAD GLIDE®

- **2015-UP**
  - No drilling required
  - Steel construction with UV powder coating
  - Pre-drilled for Metra PowerSports Amps (MPS-AMP60x4, MPS-AMP100x2 or MPS-AMP200-2D)
  - Works with most other micro amps
**ST-AK8**

8 GAUGE

**MOTORCYCLE AMP KIT**

- UNIVERSAL
- Designed for motorcycles
- 6 foot length of red and black T-Spec® OFC power and ground wire with a T-Spec V8MANL fuse holder and 50 amp fuse protected by a braided fuse braid
- Pre-terminated ring terminals make connections to the battery simple
- Two 4 foot pieces of 16 gauge OFC speaker wire protected by black nylon mesh makes upgrading the factory speaker wires or adding new speakers a smart choice
- Even for those upgrading the Harmon Kardon system, the ST-AK8 comes with two 47-ohm 1/2 watt resistors to keep the factory radio outputs active
- All the necessary installation hardware is included along with a 4" x 6" hook and loop mounting pad for micro-amplifiers to hold the amplifier in place

**ST-AK10**

10 GAUGE

**MOTORCYCLE AMP KIT**

- UNIVERSAL
- Designed for motorcycles
- 6 foot length of red and black T-Spec® OFC power and ground wire with a T-Spec V8MANL fuse holder and 30 amp fuse protected by a braided fuse braid
- Pre-terminated ring terminals make connections to the battery simple
- Two 4 foot pieces of 16 gauge OFC speaker wire protected by black nylon mesh makes upgrading the factory speaker wires or adding new speakers a smart choice
- Even for those upgrading the Harmon Kardon system, the ST-AK10 comes with two 47-ohm 1/2 watt resistors to keep the factory radio outputs active
- All the necessary installation hardware is included along with a 4" x 6" hook and loop mounting pad for micro-amplifiers to hold the amplifier in place

**MPS-AK82**

2 CHANNEL

**MOTORCYCLE AMP KIT**

- UNIVERSAL
- Left/right speaker wires and 2 channel RCA are 10’ long with a quick disconnect for easy removal of amplifier
- Designed for the amplifier to be mounted in the right side saddlebag
- 8 Gauge OFC wire
- 6’ Power and ground with ring terminals terminated
- Power/Ground, speaker wires, and RCAs on quick disconnect for easy removal of amplifier
- Waterproof fuse holder with (2) 30 amp fuses

**MPS-AK84**

4 CHANNEL

**MOTORCYCLE AMP KIT**

- UNIVERSAL
- Front left/right speaker wires and 4 channel RCAs are 10’ long with a quick disconnect for easy removal of amplifier
- Left rear speaker wire is 10’ long including a 2.5’ extension jumper for added length if needed. The extension can be removed if not needed
- Right rear speaker wire is 3’ long
- Designed for the amplifier to be mounted in the right side saddlebag
- 8 Gauge OFC wire
- 6’ Power and ground with ring terminals terminated
- Power/Ground, speaker wires, and RCAs on quick disconnect for easy removal of amplifier
- Waterproof fuse holder with (2) 30 amp fuses

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.*

MetraPowerSports.com  1.800.221.0932
SAFETY CAMERA

TE-DVRPS

WATER RESISTANT DVR

+ Two cameras included for front and rear recording with two mounting options, flush mount and bullet mount
+ WiFi app for playback viewing
+ G-sensor built-in for collision detection
+ Resolution: 1920 x 1080 @ 30 fps
+ Max MicroSD: 180gb (sold separately)
+ Rated IP67 for both cameras and control box
+ Hardware included
LED HEADLIGHTS

NEW

HE-VICB1 BLACK FRONT FACE
HE-VICS1 SILVER FRONT FACE
CROSS-COUNTRY TOUR, CROSS ROADS AND HARD BALL
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS
FITS VICTORY

7 INCH  8 LED  2007-2013
+ 60 watt high beam, 40 watt low beam
+ 2800LM low beam, draws 2.9a @ 13.8v
+ 3450LM high beam, draws 4.3a @ 13.8v
+ LED color: 6500K
+ Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable

HE-BHL702 RGB BLACK FRONT FACE
ROUND WITH HALO
MOTORCYCLE RGB LED LIGHT

7 INCH  4 LED
+ (4) 10 watt CREE LEDs
+ 2000LM low beam, draws 1.9a @ 13.8v
+ 3000LM high beam, draws 2.7a @ 13.8v
+ LED color: 6500K
+ Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
+ H4 connector
+ Designed for use with most motorcycles using a 7” headlight

HE-BHL701 BLACK FRONT FACE
HE-SHL701 SILVER FRONT FACE
ROUND
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS

7 INCH  6 LED
+ (2) 10 watt and (4) 5 watt LEDs
+ 2000LM low beam, draws 1.8a @ 13.8v
+ 3000LM high beam, draws 2.6a @ 13.8v
+ LED color: 6500K
+ Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
+ H4 connector
+ Designed for use with most motorcycles using a 7” headlight

HE-VICB1 BLACK FRONT FACE
HE-VICS1 SILVER FRONT FACE
CROSS-COUNTRY TOUR, CROSS ROADS AND HARD BALL
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS
FITS VICTORY

7 INCH  8 LED  2007-2013
+ 60 watt high beam, 40 watt low beam
+ 2800LM low beam, draws 2.9a @ 13.8v
+ 3450LM high beam, draws 4.3a @ 13.8v
+ LED color: 6500K
+ Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable

HE-BHL702 RGB BLACK FRONT FACE
ROUND WITH HALO
MOTORCYCLE RGB LED LIGHT

7 INCH  4 LED
+ (4) 10 watt CREE LEDs
+ 2000LM low beam, draws 1.9a @ 13.8v
+ 3000LM high beam, draws 2.7a @ 13.8v
+ LED color: 6500K
+ Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
+ H4 connector
+ Designed for use with most motorcycles using a 7” headlight

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.
**LED HEADLIGHTS**

**HE-BHL703 BLACK FRONT FACE**
**HE-SHL703 SILVER FRONT FACE**
ROUND WITH PARTIAL HALO
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS

- **7 INCH**
- **6 LED**
  + (6) 10 watt LEDs
  + White partial angel eye halo connects to running lights
  + Each partial halo side flashes amber with turn signal connection
  + 2000LM low beam, draws 2.1a @ 13.8v
  + 3000LM high beam, draws 2.9a @ 13.8v
  + LED color: 6500K
  + Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
  + H4 connector
  + Designed for use with most motorcycles using a 7” headlight

**HE-BHL704 BLACK FRONT FACE**
ROUND WITH PARTIAL HALO
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS

- **7 INCH**
- **13 LED**
  + (13) 5 watt LEDs
  + White partial angel eye halo connects to running lights
  + 841LM low beam, draws 1.3a @ 13.8v
  + 1834LM high beam, draws 2.2a @ 13.8v
  + LED color: 6500K
  + Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
  + H4 connector
  + Designed for use with most motorcycles using a 7” headlight

**HE-BHL561 BLACK FRONT FACE**
**HE-SHL561 SILVER FRONT FACE**
ROUND WITH PARTIAL HALO
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS

- **5.6 INCH**
- **8 LED**
  + (8) 5 watt LEDs
  + White partial angel eye halo connects to running lights
  + 1350LM low beam, draws 1.6a @ 13.8v
  + 1770LM high beam, draws 2.1a @ 13.8v
  + LED color: 6500K
  + Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
  + H4 connector
  + Designed for use with most motorcycles using a 5.6” headlight

**HE-BHL562 BLACK FRONT FACE**
**HE-SHL562 SILVER FRONT FACE**
ROUND
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS

- **5.6 INCH**
- **8 LED**
  + (8) 5 watt LEDs
  + 1350LM low beam, draws 1.2a @ 13.8v
  + 1770LM high beam, draws 1.9a @ 13.8v
  + LED color: 6500K
  + Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
  + H4 connector
  + Designed for use with most motorcycles using a 5.6” headlight
**LED HEADLIGHTS + LIGHT HOUSINGS**

**NEW!**

**BC-HDBUC1**

**Chrome Headlight Housing Bucket**

**Multi-fit Motorcycle Headlight Housing Bucket**

Fits Most Harley-Davidson®

- 5.75 Inch
- Stainless steel mount
- H4 style plug pre-wired harness
- Accepts 5.6” headlight
- Trim ring included

**BC-HDBUC2**

**Gloss Black Headlight Housing Bucket**

**Multi-fit Motorcycle Headlight Housing Bucket**

Fits Most Harley-Davidson®

- 5.75 Inch
- 1984-2006
- Stainless steel mount
- H4 style plug pre-wired harness
- Accepts 5.6” headlight
- Trim ring included

**HE-RGHKB** **Black Front Face**

**HE-RGHKS** **Silver Front Face**

**Dual Round**

**Motorcycle LED Lights**

Fits Harley-Davidson® Road Glides

- 5.6 Inch
- 9 LED
- 2004-2013

- (9) 5 watt LEDs
- 2000LM low beam, draws 1.2a @ 13.8v
- 3500LM high beam, draws 1.9a @ 13.8v
- DOT approved for on-road use
- LED color: 6500K
- Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
- H4 connectors

**BC-HDLR1** **Black Front Face**

**BC-HDLR2** **Chrome Front Face**

**Oblong Oval**

**Motorcycle LED Light**

Fits FV-ROD VRSCAW | Muscle | VRSCDX

- 7 Inch
- 8 LED
- 2002-2017

- Projector lens
- 6000K color temperature
- CREE LEDs Low Beam (40W) x 2 / High Beam (60W) x 2
- 2800LM low beam / 3450LM high beam

**BC-HDBUC5** **Black**

**BC-HDBUC6** **Chrome**

**Mounting Bracket**

**Fog Passing Light Housing**

Fits Most Harley-Davidson® | Indian | Yamaha

- 4.5 Inch
- 1992-2017

- Stainless steel mount
- Accepts 4-1/2” fog light, turning light
- Sold in pairs
- Trim ring included

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.*
**HE-HB7**
Round with Partial Halo Retaining Ring

- **7 Inch**
- Fits 2013-Older Harley-Davidson®
- Use when replacing 7” headlights on 2013 and older Harley-Davidson® motorcycles
- Zinc plated for corrosion resistance

**NEW!**

**BC-HDTRIM3** Black
**BC-HDTRIM4** Chrome
**Visor Style Light Trim Ring**

- **7 Inch**
- Fits Most 1994-2016 Harley-Davidson®
- Classic 50’s style profile
- Easy Installation

**NEW!**

**BC-HDTRIM1** Black
**BC-HDTRIM2** Chrome
**Visor Style Light Trim Ring**

- **5-3/4 Inch**
- Fits Most 1994-2016 Harley-Davidson®
- Classic 50’s style profile
- Easy Installation

---

**IBH7**
Single Beam Headlight Kit

- **6000 Lumens**
- 3.1” (78.2mm) total length
- Heat sink is 1.26” (32mm) in diameter
- Fits in tight applications
- High density fin design allows bulbs to stay cool
- 6500K cool white illumination
- Sold as a pair

**NEW!**

**HE-H7LED**
New Design Headlight Kit

- 25 Watts per bulb
- 6500K color temperature
- Compact radial heatsink for better heat dissipation, less depth of space and easy installs
- Voltage and current monitoring circuits are inside the compact radial heatsink housing and protected from the elements
- 6500K color spectrum with 3000K (golden yellow) and 8000K (light blue tint) films
- Rotatable bulb can adjust the beam pattern for the vehicle
- IP67 rated
- Sold as a pair
HE-BAL451 BLACK FRONT FACE
HE-SAL451 SILVER FRONT FACE
AUXILIARY PAIR
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS

- 4.5 INCH  
- 6 LED
+ (6) 5 watt LEDs
+ 1260LM, draws 1.3a @ 13.8v
+ DOT approved for on-road use
+ LED color: 6500K
+ Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
+ 9145 connector with pigtail

HE-BAL452 BLACK FRONT FACE
HE-SAL452 SILVER FRONT FACE
AUXILIARY PAIR WITH HALO RING
MOTORCYCLE LED LIGHTS

- 4.5 INCH  
- 6 LED
+ (6) 5 watt LEDs
+ 1260LM, draws 1.6a @ 13.8v with halo
+ DOT approved for on-road use
+ LED color: 6500K
+ Polycarbonate lens cover is virtually unbreakable
+ 9145 connector with pigtail

FENDER EDGE LIGHTS

NEW!
BC-HDTL1 RED LENS
BC-HDTL2 CLEAR LENS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® SPORTSTERS
CHOPPED FENDER EDGE LIGHT

- 2004-2013*
+ Bright, fast acting LED lamp
+ 1.44W (8 LEDs @ 0.18W per LED)
+ Easy installation with double-sided tape
+ Low-profile, contoured to curve of chopped fender

TAIL LIGHTS

NEW!
BC-HDL13 RED LENS
BC-HDL4 CLEAR LENS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
LED REPLACEMENT TAIL LIGHT WITH TURN SIGNALS

- 1999-2016*
+ Bright, fast acting LEDs
+ Brake light - Running light - Turn signal
+ Red brake and running - yellow turn
+ Replaces stock rear tail lamp

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.
LED TAIL LIGHTS + LED TURN SIGNALS

NEW!
BC-HDTL5 RED LENS
BC-HDTL6 SMOKE LENS
LED REPLACEMENT TAIL LIGHTS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
› 1999-2009*
+ Layback angular style low profile
+ Bright, fast acting LEDs
+ Red brake and running, white plate light
+ No cutting or splicing required
+ Does not fit models with Bobtail fenders

NEW!
BC-HDTL7 RED LENS
BC-HDTL8 SMOKE LENS
LED REPLACEMENT TAIL LIGHTS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
› 1999-2009*
+ OE style profile
+ Bright, fast acting LEDs
+ Red brake and running, white plate light
+ 20 LEDs (running, brake) + 6 LED (license plate)
+ No cutting or splicing required
+ Does not fit models with Bobtail fenders

LED TURN SIGNALS

NEW!
BC-1157AW
TURN SIGNAL WITH RUNNING LIGHT WITH 2” BULLET STYLE TURN SIGNALS AND 3-1/4” ROUND* (WITH ADAPTER RING)
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
› BULLET STYLE FRONT 1157 LED INSERT
+ Generation II brighter flat style LED
+ 48 white LEDs, 48 yellow LEDs
+ 3-1/4” light housing requires adapter BC-1157RING
+ Sold in pairs
* 2013 and earlier may require load equalizer

NEW!
BC-1157RD
TURN SIGNAL WITH RED RUNNING LIGHT WITH 2” BULLET STYLE TURN SIGNALS AND 3-1/4” ROUND* (WITH ADAPTER RING)
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
› BULLET STYLE FRONT 1157 LED INSERT
+ Generation II brighter flat style LED
+ 48 brake LEDs, 48 running LEDs
+ 3-1/4” light housing requires adapter BC-1157RING
+ Sold in pairs
* 2013 and earlier may require load equalizer

NEW!
BC-1156RD
RED BRAKE WITH RED RUNNING LIGHT WITH SINGLE CONTACT 1156 2” REAR TURN SIGNALS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
› REAR 1156 LED INSERT
+ Generation II brighter flat style LED
+ 48 turn LEDs, 48 brake LEDs
+ 3-1/4” light housing requires adapter BC-1157RING
+ Sold in pairs
* 2013 and earlier may require load equalizer

BC-1157RING
TURN SIGNAL ADAPTER BRACKET FOR 3-1/4” HOUSING
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
› LED RING
+ Adapts BC-1157AW, BC-1157RD, BC-1156RD to fit in 3-1/4” light housing
+ Comes with 3M automotive-grade adhesive tape pre-installed
+ Made from metal alloy, they are strong, heat resistant adapters
+ Sold as a pair

NEW!
HE-H44PIN
H4 CONNECTOR TO 4PIN ADAPTER HARNESS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
> 7 INCH > 2014-UP*
+ Adapts H4 to 4 Pin Harley-Davidson® connector
+ Use when replacing the headlight
+ Some splicing may be required

IBBLF
BRAKE LIGHT FLASHER
> UNIVERSAL
+ For use with non-LED third brake lights
+ Flashes third brake light for greater visibility

IBLEDBLF
STROBE FLASH CONTROLLER
> UNIVERSAL
+ For use with LED third brake lights
+ Flashes third brake light for greater visibility

NEW!
BC-HARLE1
TURN SIGNAL LOAD EQUALIZER
FITS MOST HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING GLIDES, SOFTAILS & SPORTSTERS
> 1997-2013*
+ Compatible with HD factory alarm
+ Stops hyper flashing when adding LED turning lights
+ Plug and play, no cutting and splicing required
+ Warning: Extremely HOT when working. Do not mount on plastic. Make sure it’s not touching any wires

NEW!
BC-HARLE2
TURN SIGNAL LOAD EQUALIZER
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLHX/FLTRX
> 2010-2013*
+ Compatible with HD factory alarm
+ Stops hyper flashing when adding LED turning lights
+ Plug and play, no cutting and splicing required
+ Warning: Extremely HOT when working. Do not mount on plastic. Make sure it’s not touching any wires

NEW!
BC-HDBLF
BRAKE FLASHER MODULE
FITS MOST HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING GLIDES, SOFTAILS & SPORTSTERS
> 1997-2013*
+ Plug and play installation
+ Incandescent bulbs only
+ Significantly increases braking visibility
+ Flash/strobe multiple times then remain lit until brake is released

NEW!
BC-HDLEDBLF
BRAKE FLASHER MODULE
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLHX/FLTRX
> 1997-2013*
+ Plug and play installation
+ For LED conversion light
+ Significantly increases braking visibility
+ Flash/strobe multiple times then remain lit until brake is released

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.
RGB LED LIGHTING ACCESSORIES

MPS-RGBWWK
POD LED STRING KIT
- 4 PODS  1 CONTROLLER
- Includes four (4) sets of Pod LED string lights, MPS-RGBWWS4
- Includes one (1) hideaway RGB Controller, MPS-RGBC-4

MPS-RGBC-4
WATERPROOF
RGB LED CONTROLLER
- 10 SPEEDS  20 MODES
- Waterproof RGB LED Controller via smartphone app
- Use EZ LED app to control your infinite colors, 10 speeds, 20 dynamic modes
- LED’s flash to your music via your smartphone Bluetooth® feature
- Operational voltage: 12-24V DC
- Maximum Current: 18a
- App operating range 60 feet (20m) unobstructed
- Outputs: (4) Micro DIN Male connectors
- Fused power and ground wires for easy connection
- Use with MPS-RGBWWS4

NEW! MPS-YRGB
“Y” ADAPTER
- 1 MALE TO 2 FEMALES MINI DIN
- Allows you to double up the amount of MPS-RGBWWS4 string lights used with the MPS-RGBC-4
- 12 inches

NEW! MPS-ECRGB72
EXTENSION
- 6 FOOT (72 INCHES)
- For use with MPS RGB controller and lighting products

NEW! MPS-ECRGB36
EXTENSION
- 3 FOOT (36 INCHES)
- For use with MPS RGB controller and lighting products
**5050 LED STRIPS + RGB LED STRIPS + CONTROLS**

**H-B350-BLK**  **BLUE**  
**H-R350-BLK**  **RED**  
**H-W350-BLK**  **WHITE**  
3 METER ROLL BLACK BASE  
**5050 LED STRIPS**

- 10 MM WIDE  
- 60 LED PER METER

+ Water resistant covering  
+ 3M™ double sided tape provides a strong bond  
+ 120 degree viewing angle  
+ LED strips can be cut at every 3rd LED  
+ 5 meter strip only draws 4.5 amps of current  
+ Heise® branded retail blister packaging

**H-OC5050**  **ACCESSORIES LED STRIPS**  
1 COLOR  
**QUICK CONNECT**

- 4 PACK  
- 60 LED PER METER

+ Quick connector for single color 5050 LED

**H-E5050**  **1 COLOR**  
**EXTENSION CONNECT**

- 2 PACK  
- 60 LED PER METER

+ Extension connector for single-color 5050 LED

**RGB EXTENSION CONNECT**

- 2 PACK  
- 60 LED PER METER

+ Extension connector for 5MRGB-1 LED lights

**H-ECRGB-1**  
**H-ECRGB-32**  
**H-ECRGB-72**

**SIDE VIEW LED LIGHTS**

- 6 MM WIDE  
- 24 INCH  
- 60 LED PER LIGHT STRIP

+ Waterproof, designed to take the abuse of the elements  
+ 3M™ double-sided tape provides a good strong bond  
+ Each LED strip only draws .3 amps of current  
+ The LED strip can be cut at every 3rd LED

**H-5MBRGB-1**  **5 METER BLACK BASE**  
**16 COLOR RGB LED LIGHTS**

- 10 MM WIDE  
- 60 LED PER METER

+ 16 different selectable colors  
+ 5 meter flexible LED roll  
+ 5050 RGB LEDs  
+ 60 LEDs per meter, 300 total  
+ LED strip is 10mm wide and 2.5mm thick  
+ IP65 rated water resistant covering  
+ 3M™ adhesive tape backing  
+ 12 volt DC input  
+ Able to be cut every 3rd LED  
+ H-RGBC-1 control unit is required (sold separately)

**H-RGBC-1**  **RGB CONTROLLER**

- 1.2 AMPS  
- 16 COLOR RGB CONTROL UNIT

+ 24 button credit card sized remote included  
+ IR LED is attached to control box by a 17” long cord  
+ Cord for LEDs to plug into is 15” long cord  
+ On/Off buttons with built-in 8 way dimmer  
+ “Flash”, “Strobe”, “Fade” and “Smooth” buttons  
+ Draws 1.2 amps

**H-WSV**  **WHITE PAIR**  
**H-BSV**  **BLUE PAIR**  
**H-GSV**  **GREEN PAIR**  
**H-RSV**  **RED PAIR**  
**SIDE VIEW LED LIGHTS**

- 6 MM WIDE  
- 24 INCH  
- 60 LED PER LIGHT STRIP

+ Waterproof, designed to take the abuse of the elements  
+ 3M™ double-sided tape provides a good strong bond  
+ Each LED strip only draws .3 amps of current  
+ The LED strip can be cut at every 3rd LED

**3M06396**  **3M ADHESION PROMOTER**

- 25 PACK BULK

+ Wipe surface with this to provide a strong bond between the surface and the 3M tape on the back of the LEDs  
+ Packed as single packets

*Visit MetraPowerSports.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications.*
ONE TOUGH BATTERY
Shuriken® offers batteries for powersports, motorcycle, ATV, marine and RV applications. These new batteries are designed to fit all of the most popular applications based on today’s BCI and JIS fitment standards. Perfect for replacing factory batteries in most motorcycle applications.

The Power Cells are extremely resistant to excessive heat and strong vibration. With super-low ESR and closely packed pure lead plates, each power cell packs a punch. Shuriken® Power Cells are designed to deliver the constant voltage needed for optimum performance. These batteries all use absorbed glass mat (AGM) technology and are fully charged, ready to use direct from the factory. They are non-spillable and maintenance free. Because of the AGM design, they can be discharged and recharged hundreds of times and come with a one-year replacement warranty.

SK-BTX9-BS
AGM (ABSORBED GLASS MAT) TECHNOLOGY
12V BATTERY
- 125 CRANK AMPS
- 8 AMP HOURS
+ Fits JIS battery type BTX9-BS applications
+ Will replace OE battery in Kawasaki, Suzuki and others (download the latest fitment chart at ShurikenOnline.com)
+ Factory activated ready for use
+ Maintenance free
W 5.88”/149MM
H 4.13”/105MM
D 3.44”/87MM
6.8LBS/3.1KG

SK-BTX12-BS
AGM (ABSORBED GLASS MAT) TECHNOLOGY
12V BATTERY
- 180 CRANK AMPS
- 10 AMP HOURS
+ Fits JIS battery type BTX12-BS applications
+ Will replace OE battery in Honda, Suzuki, Aprilia and others (download the latest fitment chart at ShurikenOnline.com)
+ Factory activated ready for use
+ Maintenance free
W 5.88”/149MM
H 5.13”/130MM
D 3.5”/89MM
9LBS/4.1KG

SK-BTX14-BS
AGM (ABSORBED GLASS MAT) TECHNOLOGY
12V BATTERY
- 230 CRANK AMPS
- 12 AMP HOURS
+ Fits JIS battery type BTX14-BS applications
+ Will replace OE battery in BMW, Honda, Kawasaki and others (download the latest fitment chart at ShurikenOnline.com)
+ Factory activated ready for use
+ Maintenance free
W 5.88”/149MM
H 5.75”/146MM
D 3.44”/87MM
10.4LBS/4.7KG

SK-BTX20L-BS
AGM (ABSORBED GLASS MAT) TECHNOLOGY
12V BATTERY
- 310 CRANK AMPS
- 18 AMP HOURS
+ Fits JIS battery type BTX20L-BS applications
+ Will replace OE battery in Buell, Harley, Honda, Triumph and others (download the latest fitment chart at ShurikenOnline.com)
+ Factory activated ready for use
+ Maintenance free
W 6.88”/175MM
H 6.13”/156MM
D 3.44”/87MM
15.2LBS/6.9KG

SK-BTX30L
AGM (ABSORBED GLASS MAT) TECHNOLOGY
12V BATTERY
- 420 CRANK AMPS
- 30 AMP HOURS
+ Fits JIS battery type BTX30L-BS applications
+ Will replace OE battery in Harley, Arctic Cat, Polaris and others (download the latest fitment chart at ShurikenOnline.com)
+ Factory activated ready for use
+ Maintenance free
W 6.56”/167MM
H 5.88”/175MM
D 5.16”/131MM
22.9LBS/10.4KG
TERMS:
Net 30 days from date of invoice on approved accounts. Minimum order: $50 per invoice, orders less than required minimum incur a $20 service charge.

FREIGHT:
Freight on board (F.O.B.) from point of shipment.

CREDIT:
In order to establish a credit line with Metra, an application for credit must be submitted listing a minimum of two (2) trade references and a bank with their addresses and phone numbers and must be signed by a principal or authorized officer of the company. A credit line will be established by our credit Manager and must be maintained in a current status according to our terms (net 30 days). Credit not established or revoked requires remittance with order. Will be placed on any amounts that are 30 days or more past due.
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CLAIMS:
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LIMITED WARRANTY:
Metra warrants all of its products, including all electronic kits, to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 1 year from date of purchase. Metra will, at its option, repair, replace or allow credit on any part which, in Metra’s opinion, is found defective under normal use. Warranty void on items misused, altered in any way, tampered with or serviced by anyone other than Metra. This warranty of merchantability of fitness neither assumes or authorizes any other person to assume for it, any other liability in connection with its products. In no event shall we be liable for any incidental or "consequential damages, or do we assume any other liability except provided herein.

BACK ORDERS:
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*Metra will not assume any responsibility for damages to person or property due to incorrect interpretation of the material in this publication. Metra is not responsible for typographical or printing errors. Reproductions of editorial or pictorial content is strictly prohibited without prior consent from Metra.
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WARNING: This catalog does not advise whether a State of California Proposition 65 warning is required for a particular item of merchandise. To learn whether a particular item of merchandise requires a California Proposition 65 warning, please be sure to look up and read the particular merchandise’s listing on Metra’s website www.MetraOnline.com, as well as read the particular merchandise’s packaging. When a California Proposition 65 warning is present on Metra’s website listing for the particular merchandise, or on the particular merchandise’s packaging, a compliant California Proposition 65 warning is to be provided to the purchasing California consumer prior to the sale of the particular merchandise.